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When our teachers say that mocha is joking, that boys are against girls look
like a meme. Meme. It probably changes things a lot. But I still go to school

on foot. I was surprised to find that walking almost everywhere is easier.
Well, I mean, not much. As if wet water interferes with movement. And
there is rather dry asphalt. Probably because everywhere is absolutely the

same coverage. Maybe. I'm in the city. For now, I continue to ignore them.
Because one of us - Ella - still got married. For the military. He doesn't care
who lives next to him. Well, yes, and somehow I don't like it a little. I also
began to travel regularly by bus, it is cheaper than a taxi. Well, at least I

donâ€™t ride a taxi in my pajamas. But I have some really great news! I
started going to the gym again. Apparently, this is fate. Nothing worked out
with boxing, but then they took me, they began to drive me. Yesterday, for

the first time in months, I waved my arms at full strength, and it was great. I
really fell in love with the tennis ball this month. I can exercise with him for
a long time and a lot - as much as I want. And I haven't completely lost my
normal co-impulse yet. There is such power in these movements to hit the

ball with a racket. For me it is very important, I feel that at the proper level.
I left one lesson for two hours, scored for the evening and ran back and

forth around the court like a windup. As it turns out, I have some
insecurities. What to do with it - I do not know yet. Probably this is the

fatigue accumulated during the preparation for the championship. It's also
hard for me to call dancing a sport. Of course, I heard what it is, but I have
never even heard the name of the sport out of the corner of my ear. I think
it's just not a sport. Rather, something in between dance and yoga. I guess I

just don't have clear associations. I would even say that I'm confused. I
cannot understand what sport is for me - the spirit of competition, that sport
is sport, that competition is competition, that victory is victory. This is still a

very confusing question for me. But it is not important. There are always
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feelings in sports. And even if you lost, you know that you won
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